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The pre-contract is one of the preparations for the conclusion of its contract. It is 
widely used in practical business, especially in the course of the commercial-housing 
purchase. Real estate developers are intent on concluding such a pre-contract with the 
purchasers of commercial housing in order that they can raise funds, reduce the risk of 
investment and promote the sale of commercial housing, which, in fact, activates the 
real estate market. 
The Supreme Court of PRC (the People's Republic of China) has made 
principled regulations on the cognizance and settlement of the pre-contract for 
advance sales of commercial housing in Article 4 and Article 5 of “Judicial 
Interpretation on the Settlements of the disputes about Commercial-housing 
Purchasing Contract”. However, in our country, for quite a long time, the pre-contract 
system, especially the one for advance sales of commercial housing, has not been put 
in an important place as it should be. 
Its theoretical study is not profound and clear enough, and it is not reflected 
effectively in legislation, this leads to many controversies over the settlements of the 
pre-contract disputes on advance sales of commercial housing. The parties concerned 
have a vague understanding of the pre-contract; the judiciary feel greatly confused 
about the nature and effect of this pre-contract, about how to judge the responsibilities 
for breach and how to balance the benefits for the parties concerned. Therefore, it is 
necessary to study the pre-contract system for advance sales of commercial housing 
from the perspective of theory and practice since it has not been applied skillfully to 
practical business.  
In this thesis, it firstly analyzes the definition of “reservation” and the legislative  
examples, and based on this, it explains the definition of the pre-contract for advance 
sales of commercial housing, emphasizes its legal features and studies its legal effect; 
it also explores the rights and obligations for the parties concerned before the expiry 
date of this pre-contract, such as the implementation of obligations for transaction, the 
observation of the principle of credibility to carry out negotiation and so on. 
Secondly, this thesis points out the present condition of the judicial practice in 














judicial practice, and meanwhile makes a further analysis of the responsibilities for 
breach which is a main and difficult task in the judicial practice of the pre-contract for 
advance commercial-housing sales. Finally, the thesis tries to come up with some 
ideas on building the pre-contract system for advance sales of commercial housing in 
terms of the legislative mode, the protection of property rights and the principle of 
changed circumstances  according to the doctrine of frustration of contract. 
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约合同纠纷的难点。2003 年 4 月 28 日最高人民法院公布的《关于审理商品房买
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“precontract”，它的含义是指预约，即订立契约前订立的契约。③又如 letter of 
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如秘鲁现行民法典第 1414-1425 条共计 12 个条文就预约的概念、给付内容、缔
结本约的期限及其延续、拒绝缔结本约的法律后果、预约的方式等单设章节给予
规定。还有澳门民法典第 404 条-407 条、435 条、436 条、745 条、820 条、1343
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